INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY FESTIVAL

International competition
ONLINE
Golden Hands 2021.

It will take place on
5.05 - 6.5.2021
in Prague
Last login date 2.05.2021

Competition organizer:
Mgr. Teresa Czernek
tel. + 420 604 200 958,
e-mail: teresa.czernek@seznam.cz
www.beauty-nails.cz
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THE COMPETITION WILL BE HELD ON LINE
.
Correspondence competition - categories in which the
competitors create their work at
home and send 3 foto, good qualty, and short 10sek film
to the address given by the
organizer:
teresa.czernek@seznam.cz or
teresa.odysseynail@seznam.cz
The direct
participation by the competitor is not required.
COMPETITION CONDITIONS
The competition is divided into 4 correspondent
categories - TIP BOX, FREESTYLE,
NAIL POSTER ,SALON DESIGNE(foto) and student
competition, „ JUNIOR NAIL
ART STAR” (Tip Box) and” JUNIOR HAIR STAR.”
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CORRESPONDENCE (COMPETITION)
TIP BOX
International competitions in nail decoration in disciplines:
MIX MEDIA, 2D NAIL ART, 3D
NAIL ART, DESIGN CREATED ONLY BY GEL, DESIGN CREATED ONLY BY
ACRYLIC, ONE STROKE PAINTING, AKVAREL PAINTING, "ZOSTOVO" ON
OBJECTS AND NAILS, PAINTING ON PEDICURAL TIPS, AEROGRAPHY ,
TRUE
COPY, POSTER and SALON DESIGNE.
The competition is divided into categories: STUDENT, DEBUT, MISTR, VIP MISTR
and
PREMIUM.
The advantage is that you can create the competitive works without stress at home. In
addition, the works are compared to works at about the same level – the beginners have
their
own category as well as the participants and winners of other nail art competitions. The
theme
is ANYTHING, you can be inspired by nature, fairy tale themes and your own
imagination.
In order to participate in the ONLINE competition the folowing prerequisites need to be
met:
1. please send us 3 pictures of your work to be presented at the competition and a short
movie of 10 seconds presenting your work.
2. Please send us scan of the payment made for the participation the competition.
3. Both needs to be send to mail: teresa.czernek @seznam.cz ,or
teresa.odysseynail@seznam.cz.
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Registration fee for participants:
65.-Eur without VAT.for 1 category
for each additional category 55.-Eur .- (excl. VAT)
Please send by post to the address Teresa Czernek, Na Slovance 1963 / 42B,
182 00 Praha.
Or point to the account below:
209637416/0300 CZK
219094558/0300 EUR
account name: CZERNEK TERESA
IBAN CZ33 0300 0000 0002 1909 4558
BIC (SWIFT) CEKOCZPP
account type: Current foreign exchange account in EUR
CSOB Československá Obchodní Banka a.s.
Radlická 333/1560
150 57 Prague
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
A novelty is the awarding of a special award for foreign and domestic
trainers instructors who will register the maximumt number of works to the
competition. The
same awards will also be given to schools or other training centers that will
register
works of their their pupils in the Nail Art STAR and Junior Hair STAR
categories.
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PROFESSIONAL CATEGORIES.
JUNIOR category - is designed for students, apprentice schools.
DEBUT Category - is for beginners and advanced who have not previously participated
in any competitions in the branch.
MISTR Category - is intended for beginners and advanced, who have already participated
in some competitions in the DEBUT category.
VIP MISTER Category - is intended for winners (3x 1st place) of various previous
competitions.
PREMIUM Category - is intended for trainers and jurors in the field.

NAIL ART - MIX MEDIA
Competition Terms:
1. Manicure trainees can participate in the competition - nail modeling, working with
professional materials and timely entry to the competition.
2. The competition takes place in all categories.
3. Competitors who apply for a non-compliant category will be disqualified.
4. The competition works must be completed before the competition is started (the
finished work is based on ten tips).
5. It is necessary to create a complete set of 10 tips (= 5 cm tip or XXL tip). The use of
tips of one size is punished by 5 points. For some categories, a different amount of tips is
allowed.
6. Tips must be placed in a box with a lid to allow the jury to look up close.
7. The work must be labeled with the work title and with the materialswhich were used.
8. In the MIX MEDIA category, competitors must use 4 types of artmedia (acrylic, gel,
2D painting, 3D-decoration up to 3 mm). Using less than 4 types of art-media is punished
by deduction of 5 points.
9. The use of any additional materials (stones, foils, transfers, stamps, etc.) is prohibited
in this category.
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2D HARVESTING OF NAILS - PAINTING BY BRUSH
The competition conditions are the same as in the previous category.
- painting with acrylic paints
- gel painting
- monochrome painting (colors, gel-varnish, gel)
NOVELTY! 2D DECORAtION OF NAILS - GEL-VARNISH
PAINTING
Competition Terms:
1. The competition is not divided into categories.
2. Competition conditions are the same as in 2D design
.
3D DECORATION OF NAILS
Assignment/specification: Finished work on the hand model
Competition Terms:
1. Manicure trainees can participate in the competition - nail modeling,
working with professional materials and timely entry to the competition.
2. The competition takes place in all categories.
3. Competitors who apply for a non-compliant category will be
disqualified.
4. Only professional materials, supplementary materials (wires, imitations,
nets, etc.) can be used to make the composition up to 5% of the work.
5. The hand models must also be decorated with nail decoration.
6. The working height of the model should not exceed 25 cm.
7. Supplements made from professional materials are also scored.
8. Work must be labeled with the work title and the materials which were
used.
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DESIGN CREATED WITH GEL ONLY
Competition conditions are the same as in 2D design.
DESIGN CREATED WITH ACRYLIC ONLY
Competition conditions are the same as for 2D or 3D design.
DESIGN CREATED WITH 4D GEL
Competition conditions are the same as for 2D or 3D design.
ONE STROKE PAINTING (Chinese Flat Brush Painting) on Tips and Objects.
ONE STROKE PAINTING - with colors
ONE STROKE PAINTING – with gel varnish
ONE STROKE PAINTING – with gel
Competition conditions are the same as in 2D design.
AQUARELLE PAINTING (WITH GEL AND AQUARELLE COLORS)
Competition Terms:
1. The competition can be attended by anyone skilled in the field of manicure / nail
modeling, working with professional materials and registered in time for the
competition.
2. The competition takes place in all categories.
3. Competitors who apply for a non-compliant category will be disqualified.
4. Work must be done with using professional watercolor paints only.
5. Only the base created wih acrylic colors is allowed.
6. When using acrylic colors otherwise than in case of the base, there is a risk of
sanctions.
7. The created work should not be covered with upper gel, varnish, or any other
shining
material.
8. It is not possible to use rhinestone, glitters, gel or acrylic, otherwise there is a
penalty risk
of 5 points.
9. The work must be done on 10 "Hollywood" tips or XXL tips.
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WORLD MUSEUM - PICTURES, PORTRAITS, STILL LIFE
1. Any manicure / nail art competitor, working with professional materials, and
timely
enrolled for the competition can take part in the competition.
2. The competition is divided into categories.
3. Work must only be done with professional materials, on tips (from 3 to 10
tips depending
on the selected picture).
4. The work must be accompanied by a photo or picture by which it was created.
CATEGORY ”POSTER”
Topic: PICTURE - Make-up fantasies (it contains a face or a figure and nails)
Advertising picture
ETNO (e. g, a folk costume figure, folk culture elements)
Fantasy picture
Focus-Avantgard Nail
Pedicure painting "Lovely pedicure"
Children's poster
Men's poster "Gentelman"
Men's "Manicure" Poster
Romantic poster
Floristic poster
Salon poster
Hair fantasy poster
Fashion poster
Hair Collage poster
Make up Collage poster
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Topic: Nails (nails of any shape and decoration)
Competition Terms:
1. The competition can be attended by anyone trained in the field
of manicure / nail modeling, photographer, make-up artist
working with professional materials and registered in time for
the competition. The whole team's work is appreciated.
2. The competition is not divided into categories.
3. The poster size should be 21 x 30 cm (A4 size), 30 x 42 cm
(A3), but other sizes are allowed.
4. It is allowed to make a poster on a matt or glossy surface.
5. For the topic PICTURE, the share of nails is proportional.
6. For the topiec NAILS, the hands with nails should occupy
about 80% of the total poster surface.
7. The work should correspond with the chosen topic.
FREESTYLE, ONE STROKE PAINTING, ZOSTOVO - ON
OBJECTS IMITATION JEWELLERY DECORATIONS
The subject matter of the competition is to decorate various
utility items or to create a jewellery using professional materials
(gel, acrylic, color/paint, etc.)
Competition Terms:
1. Works entered into the competition (exhibits) will be prepared
at home and brought or sent by mail.
2. The competition is open to any nail designer working with
professional nail materials
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AEROGRAPHY (Airbrush) - on items or on tips
Tip Aerography - a topic of any kind Aerography on objects - any topic
Aerography on objects with incrustation – any topic. The design must
be carried out by a professional aerographer using professional
materials.
INCRUSTATION (surface decoration of surfaces with different
materials)
Incrustation made on tips using different strass or stones Incrustation
made on objects
PEDICURES TIPS
The task of the competitors is to create a design according to the
chosen technique and material on special pedicure tips.
The competition is divided into categories.
Only professional materials may be used to create the type of
decoration selected.
CATEGORY TRUE COPY
The subject matter of the competition is to create a true, faithful copy
of a portrait or a
picture by painting technique.
The work should be created on tips of any size and quantity (from 1 to
10 pieces).
Tip length and shape are free.
The competitor is obliged to enclose a list of used materials and photo
of the picture, that
represent it, to the created work.
The competition is divided into categories.
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JUNIOR HAIR STAR
The task of the junior competitor (hairdresser student) is to create a hair ornament that best
describes the chosen theme.
For the production of hair ornaments it is allowed to use:
- at least 50% hair, (natural or artificial)
- any fixation and styling products, glue, pads
- colored sprays, hair mascara and neon colors
- decorating material (ribbons, feathers, stones, fabrics, beads, staples, glitters and others)
Conditions for accepting a hair ornament for the competition:
- The junior will make a hair decoration at school or at home without any stress ,and will send 3 foto
and short 10second film for mail adres :teresa.czernek@seznam.cz or teresa.odysseynail@seznam.cz.
- The entry fee for juniors is EUR 55.-(including VAT) for one competition work. Competitors,
eventually schools, will send the entry form to the competition including the 3 foto competition work
- The hair ornament should have a maximum size of 25 cm in width and 20 cm in height.
- The hair ornament should be attached to the hairdresser clip so that it can be easily inserted into
the hairstyle.
- For each hair ornament, the competitor shall include a manufacturing process and a list of used
material.
- The product, which must be visually matched to the subject, is placed by the competitor in a box
with a lid on which to write inside his/her name, name and address of the school he / she is studying
from.
- There is no need for personal participation in the competition. The competitor will pick up his / her
work personally after the end of the competition, or it will be sent back to the given address subject
tothe transportation costs.
-All competition works will be judged by a certified international jury.
Considered:
- Originality, cleanliness and precision of the performed work
- Difficulty and creativity
- General appearance
Is prohibited:
- Sending purchased, already finished decorations
- Copying foreign work
If these conditions are not met, penalty points will be awarded, or the participant will be
disqualified!
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JUNIOR NAIL ART STAR
The competition is intended for students of secondary vocational schools
in the field of
beautician focusing on nail modeling. Competitive works can be created
at home or at school
without any stress, they do not need a model or costume, because they
decorate individual nail
tips. The theme is arbitrary, they can be inspired by nature, fairy tale
themes and their own
imagination. Competition works 3 foto and with them a registration fee
of
65 EUR (including VAT) is sent to the bank account viz Bank
infomation.
And mail:
teresa.czerne k@seznam.cz,or teresa.odysseynail@seznam.cz.
Competition Terms:
1. Competitive juniors should demonstrate that they control various
professional materials for modeling and nail decoration.
2. They can choose any discipline.
3. It is necessary to create a complete set of 10 "Hollywood" tips (= 5
cm tip length) or XXL tip.
4. Tips must be placed in a box with a lid to allow the jury to look up
close.
5. Work must be labeled with a work title and a list of used materials.
6. The competition works are evaluated by a professional international
jury - separate fromthe work of professional nail designers
7. At the end of the competition and the announcement of the results,
the competitors must collect their works.
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Awards: The author of the best work in the hair category
will receive the title JUNIOR HAIR
STAR and in the nail category JUNIOR NAIL ART
STAR. The authors of the first three best
works in both categories will receive in addition to a
diploma and a cup, material prizes from
the organizers and sponsors. In addition to these prizes
they proceed to the International
Beauty Festival in Prague and to similar competitions in
other countries.
Bank Information:
EUR 219094558 / EUR 0300
account name CZERNEK TERESA
IBAN CZ33 0300 0000 0002 1909 4558
BIC (SWIFT) CEKOCZPP
Account type Current foreign currency account in EUR
ČSOB Československá Obchodní Banka a.s.
Radlická 333/1560
150 57 Prague 5
CZK account. ': 209637416/0300 ČSO

